'Patanjali Gurukulam', making new revolution in the field of education to regain the lost glory of vedic culture, was inaugurated by RSS chief Sri Mohan Bhagwat who is considered to be the patron of vedic sanatan Hindu religion, culture, civilisation, refinement and its sensations. The gurukulam situated at the base of mountains and on the bank of river is filled with natural beauty. It reminds us the ancient gurukul. On the occasion, Sri Bhagwat said that the gurukul itself is the best word. In the gurukul, the guru shapes his disciples by considering them as his kulvahak and initiates into diksha to make them human, he added. In gurukul, the guru teaches the disciples through behaviour apart from books. The best experiments must be run continuously in the gurukul, he said adding that the patanjali gurukulam students will set up gurukul in the villages. This gurukul is the gangotri of education from where an uninterrupted source of energy will come out, he opined. Sri Mohan Bhagwat said that the knowledge is infinitive, it can't be evaluated only by counting subjects. Today, the students are imparted with the knowledge of Science and Technology, Physics, Chemistry. But it's not an entire knowledge. The knowledge must instil refinement in the human being. There is a lack of institutions providing moral, fundamental and cultural knowledge in the country. Sri Bhagwat said that the soul gets human body after several births. Don’t lose it. The human being can become the best through his good duty. Those who shower love on the entire world are the great human being. India will provide this vedic knowledge to the entire world. Lord Rama had the great soul that we call him the god. Rama followed no cult and belief. Everyone calls him an ideal person. On the occasion, Pujya Yogarshi Swami Ramdev Jee Maharaj said that he was suspicious that what would happen to the glorious culture of India and vedic knowledge
tradition of sages, but it seemed that these small rishikumar would help India make world guru by 2050. By adopting culture of sages, these rishikumar will certainly bring renaissance of glorious history of the Indian culture. Patanjali yogapeeth is the torchbearer of vedic culture and carrier of commitment and ideals of their ancestors. He said that patanjali guru-kulam is the soul of patanjali yogapeeth. Over Rama temple, Swami Jee Maharaj said that the Lord Rama is the culture and ideal of this country. Rama is the ancestor of all the cults in India. Rama is the nature of this country and he lives in the heart of every Indian.

In the programme, Junapeethadhishwar, Acharya Mahamandaleshwar Swami Avdheshanand Giri Jee Maharaj said that the intellectual human being is the best in the era of technology. The experiments conducted by the patanjali in the fields of agriculture, indigenous, yoga, ayurveda and education are divine. It's the proof of presence of the ultimate god. The indigenous products are available in every household in the country. The sense of indigenous played important role in freedom struggle. Post-independence, the people had been holding discussion over indigenous things in the country for many years, but it was patanjali which presented indigenous as the best alternative. I see the future of India in patanjali guru-kulam where the students will build new India. Highlighting the importance of Sanskrit, he said that it's popular as an effective subject in the entire world. Several countries like Germany, Netherlands, Uruguay have made it mandatory for the students to study Sanskrit as a subject. I am elated over establishment of patanjali guru-kulam so that no western civilisation will make us slave. On the occasion, Shradheya Acharya Balkrishna Jee Maharaj said that it's not only inauguration of an institution but also a beginning of renaissance of culture. Patanjali yogapeeth is making revolution in many fields like yoga, ayurveda, nephropathy, research, agriculture, indigenous revolution and education revolution. Vedic guru-kulam, acharyakulam, patanjali university, ayurveda college and patanjali guru-kulam are our prominent steps of our revolution. Acharya Jee said that Sri Mohan Bhagwat Jee is making effort for cementing unity, diversity, culture and values of India. On the occasion, Pujiya Gurudev Acharya Pardyuman Jee Maharaj said that we must instil beauty of refinement apart from prosperity in the life. The ultimate goal of life must be the peace. We must consider service to human being as religion by experiencing total in our life. He said that we all are fortunate enough that we are participating in the inauguration of patanjali guru-kulam meant for building human being.

On the occasion, the patanjali guru-kulam students chanted shloka and ashtdhyayi of Geeta and Chanakya Neeti. They practised various asana of yoga. Chief central in charge Sadhvi Devpriya Jee, Dr Jaideep Arya Jee, Sri Rakesh Kumar Jee, chief general manager Sri Lalit Mohan Jee, local MLAs, village heads and thousands of villagers were present in the programme. RSS Chief was on two-day visit to patanjali yogapeeth. During which, he inspected various activities being launched by patanjali. Sri Bhagwat visited patanjali food and herbal park, patanjali research institute, patanjali herbal garden, patanjali cow shed and showered praise on the welfare works being done by patanjali. Sri Bhagwat planted a sapling in patanjali herbal garden.
In order to spread indigenous movement, a meeting was held at shradhalayam hall of patanjali yogapeeth-2 for setting up new patanjali cooperative medical centre in every district, sub-division and village level through centres being run by the cooperative societies. In the meeting, Honourable Uttarakhand Cooperative, Higher Education and Milk Minister Dhan Singh Rawat said that patanjali will not provide special discount on the purchase of fully indigenous and quality products. Patanjali cooperative centre will provide jobs to the three persons at each centre. Sri Rawat said that those cooperative which lacks accommodation facility will be provided government houses available at nyay panchayat. He said that the societies will be granted a loan worth Rs 5 lakh through revolving fund or bank loan. On the occasion, Shradheya Balkrishna Jee Maharaj said that patanjali cooperative medical centre can be set up with a little amount of capital and limited resources. Some patent ayurvedic medicines made by the institution, cereals, ayurvedic cosmetic products and other products will be available at the centres. In order to provide these products at the door of every household, the people will be associated with indigenous movement of patanjali cooperative medical centre by making them members of 'Indigenous Prosperity Card Plan'. He said that the persons associated with the plan will be provided 5-7 percent discount on the purchase of various indigenous products of patanjali. Apart from that, a grant worth Rs 5 lakh will be provided to the nominee or dependent of indigenous prosperity card holders in case of their accidental death. Apart from that, in case of permanent disability, they will be given an assistance worth Rs 2-5 lakh. Acharya Jee said that a strong supply chain has been made to provide products at the centres on right time. A software has also been developed through which order, billing, inventory, accounting can also be done. This software will be made available to the societies free of cost. During the meeting, District Cooperative Society Registrar Sri BM Mishra said that coordination of Uttarakhand Cooperative Society and patanjali yogapeeth is the first step of progress in the rural areas of the state. We would take it as a movement. The villages will proceed on the path of progress through societies.
Patanjali will pay 1.5 time higher price on organic products in Jharkhand

In order to strengthen rural economy in the state, two-day global agriculture and food summit was organised at Ranchi. Pujya Swami Ramdev Jee Maharaj graced the occasion. During the summit, Swami Jee said that patanjali will purchase honey produced in Jharkhand. Thanking Swami Jee, Chief Minister Raghubar Das said that the government is going to set up honey processing plant in the state with the help of patanjali. It will not only benefit the state but also provide jobs to the people. The Chief Minister said that the government will provide market for organic products by collaborating with patanjali.

On the occasion, Param Pujya Swami Jee Maharaj said that our aim is to provide prosperity to the farmers and good health to the countrymen. Terming the farmers as the soul of India, he said that if the farmers become prosperous, the country will be global leader. He said that we will work together to make Jharkhand farmers prosper in the country. There is huge opportunity of resources in Jharkhand. A new era has been started by promoting agriculture in the state. Swami Jee appealed to the farmers in some districts to produce wheat, paddy, oil seed, dalhan, shak, vegetables and herbal products. He assured that patanjali will purchase farmers’ products at reasonable price. Agricultural development is essential. We are creating an organic cluster in every district to certify the Jharkhand organic. Jharkhand government will certify the organic farming and provide markets to the produce.

On the occasion, Honourable Jharkhand Governor Smt Dropadi Murmu said that Jharkhand is agrarian state. Agriculture plays an important role in the state’s economy. On the occasion, she said that patanjali will run the mega food park at NPA in Getalsud so that farmers’ produce can be purchased directly. Swami Jee Maharaj visited newly constructed acharyakulam educational institution campus at Ranchi where acharyakulam will be started by March, 2019. He also promised to organise three-day yoga camp on the occasion of International Yoga Day. ✏️
Shradheya Balkrishna Jee Maharaj honoured with ‘Bhishma Award’

Marathi history written by late Dr Kulkarni Jee and his contribution in the field of ayurveda must be published in other languages too:
Shradheya Acharya Jee Maharaj

Shradheya Acharya Balkrishna Jee Maharaj was honoured with ‘Bhishma Award’ at massive programme organised in the memory of historian late Dr Sripad Dattatreya Kulkarni at Pune based Sant Sri Gyaneshwar gurukul. A citation letter, sirphal and five lakh rupees were given to him. On the occasion, Acharya Jee said that those, who are familiar with India’s pride and understand the previous pain, can pen down its history. Dr Kulkarni Jee is one of those great personalities. Acharya Jee said that Marathi history written by him and his contribution in the field of ayurveda must be published in other languages too so that the people can understand his personalities. Remembering Kulkarni Jee, he said that we must take inspiration from his life.

On the occasion, Acharya Jee said that if we must be solution instead of problem if we have to do some concrete in the world. Yoga and ayurveda have reached in the entire world due to Shradheya Swami Ramdev Jee’s efforts. If the work is genuine, it will give bliss and peace. No matter how much difficult it is. Don’t get disappointing while doing work. Addressing the crowd, he said that your inspirations encourage us to do work. We feel that we must do something unique. We must say the god that whatever power you had given us, we proved it.

Pujya Swami Sri Govinddev Giri Jee Maharaj, Padma Vibhushan awardee Dr Sancheti Jee, Dr Ravindra Kulkarni among thousands of people were present on the occasion.